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Abstract: Research has shown that people consume more food when offered larger portions, and that
reducing exposure to large food portions and packages could decrease the average daily energy
consumed. In this context, our aim is to develop strategies to promote healthier eating behaviors by
reducing portion selection and intake. The present research investigates the impact of different visual
attributes of foods on quantity perception and portion selection. In the first study, we tested whether
modifying the shape of a familiar food influenced the ideal portion size in adults. In the second study,
we assessed the impact of shape, number of units, size, and color variety on a perceived quantity for
a familiar multiunit product in children. Participants (N1 = 70 adults, N2 = 62 children) completed
different picture-based computer tasks. As hypothesized: (1) adults selected a smaller ideal portion
size for an elongated product than for wider and thicker shapes, and (2) children’s perception of
food quantity was primarily driven by number of pieces, with smaller effects of size and elongation.
Perceived quantity was not influenced by color variety. These findings suggest that it may be possible
to reduce the size of food portions without negatively impacting perceived quantity, and to provide
opportunities to nudge consumers towards smaller portions while maintaining satisfaction.
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1. Introduction

Overweight and obesity are caused by many factors, including an increase in portion sizes. These
larger portions, combined with an increase of the number of eating occasions, have been identified as
key modifiable drivers of intake [1,2]. As explained in a recent Cochrane review by Hollands et al. [3],
people select and consume more food when offered larger portions or packages, as well as when using
larger tableware items (e.g., plate size). The authors suggest that reducing exposure to large food
portions and packages could decrease the average daily energy consumed.

Different factors have been suggested to influence portion size selection and intake [4]. Among
sensory factors that are key drivers of the eating experience, visual cues seem to play a significant role
in the amount of food selected and eaten [5]. Visual cues that can influence perception of quantities,
portion selection, and intake include the shape, number, and size of food units, as well as the color
variety. These factors and their associations with perception of quantity and portion size for foods and
beverages are described in greater detail in the sections that follow.
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1.1. Elongation and Size

There has been evidence of the impact of elongation on perceived quantity since Piaget’s studies
in the 1960s about how children learn about conservation of mass and volume [6,7]. Piaget observed
that children tended to perceive taller, narrower containers to hold more liquid than short wide
ones, and hypothesized that this illusory distortion was due to the child’s attention being centered,
or focused, on the vertical dimension, which therefore would account for the relative overestimation of
the size of taller containers. Similar biases in the perception of liquid volumes have been demonstrated
in adults. Raghubir and Krishna [8] showed that elongation increased the perceived volume of drink
containers or glasses. Wansink and van Ittersum [9] also reported that the volume poured by adults
(and children) was larger in a short wide glass than in a tall slender glass. The same (albeit attenuated)
effect was observed in professional bartenders [9]. Finally, one study also showed that making one
dimension more salient by adding lines on the object could modulate the perception of its size [10].

Although the role of container shape and size on portion selection and consumption has been
widely studied, the impact of the shape of the food itself has been underexplored [11]. In children,
the impact of food shape has been explored with respect to food acceptance [12–14], but the impact of
shape on portion selection or intake has not been tested. To our knowledge, only a few studies have
explored the impact of food shapes in adult portion selection and intake. One found that cutting food
(carrots and surimi gel) into fine strips increased perceived quantities compared to blocks or small
cubes in adults [15].

1.2. Item Number and Size in Multi-Item Servings

The reduction in portion selection when food is presented in smaller pieces has been reported in
adults for a variety of foods, including biscuits [16,17], candies [18], pretzels [19], and pizza slices [20].
In adults, this “segmentation heuristic” has been proposed to explain that, when presented with small
pieces, people eat more units but do not fully compensate for the unit-size decrease [17]. It has been
suggested that multiple pieces of food are more rewarding to both humans and animals because they
are perceived as larger quantities since they take up a larger surface area [11]. The impact of presenting
food in multiple smaller units on expected satiety has also been recently demonstrated [21]. It is also
possible that adults may consume less of foods segmented into smaller units because they perceive
eating so many pieces to be a sign of overindulgence [20] or impulsivity [22]. There has been much
less recent attention to this segmentation heuristic in children. However, Marchiori and colleagues [23]
showed that cutting cookies in half can result in children reducing their intake by 25%.

1.3. Color Variety

Variety in different sensory attributes of food (appearance, flavor, texture) influences food intake
through the “sensory specific satiety” phenomenon in humans, i.e., the decline of pleasantness for
the taste of an eaten food compared to an uneaten food [24,25]. When different sensory properties
are varied at the same time (e.g., color, texture, flavor), people eat significantly more of the food [26].
However, results are mixed when considering the influence of color only. In a study exploring the
impact of color variety on children’s consumption of chocolates, there was no difference in intake
between children in the single-color or color-variety conditions [25]. In another study, increasing the
variety of a set of colored candies only increased portion selection when the candies were organized
and divided into individual bins by color, but not when the colors were mixed together [27]. However,
when adult participants in another study were asked to pour candies in a bowl to match a reference
candy bowl, the adults pouring multicolored candies poured significantly more than those pouring
candies of a single color.
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1.4. Hypotheses Tested in the Current Study

The first aim of our study was to investigate the effect of elongation of foods on food-related
decisions to complement the existing literature, which primarily focuses on the shape of containers
rather than the food itself. We tested the impact of elongation of two different products (ice cream and
candies) for two different populations (adults and children). In Study 1, we hypothesized that adults
would select a smaller portion for an elongated ice cream than for an ice cream with a standard or wider
shape because of the increased size impression of the elongated shape. We also tested, as a secondary
outcome, whether making one dimension more salient through the addition of horizontal or vertical
lines would modulate this elongation effect. In Study 2, our hypothesis was that elongating a familiar
product (bear-shaped gummy candies) would increase the amount perceived by children compared to
the same number of candies with a standard shape, even when holding the volume constant.

The second aim of our work was to confirm the role of the number of units rather than their size
in multiunit serving on the evaluation of the overall food amount. In study 2, we aimed to confirm the
segmentation effect reported in children in a previous study [23] by dissociating the effects of size and
number, to demonstrate that children’s perception of quantities in a multi-item serving is driven by
number, independently of the size of each unit. Indeed, in previous studies, unit size and number of
units have varied concurrently and it is difficult to disentangle the two potential effects: larger units
have systematically been presented in reduced numbers compared to smaller units in order to hold the
overall quantity presented as constant. From a young age, children can differentiate small quantities of
items by number, whereas estimating the area or volume of an object is a more challenging mental
calculation even for adults, requiring the ability to consider multiple perceptual dimensions and make
an overall judgment. For this reason, we expected that the children in our study may have defaulted to
simpler heuristics to solve the problem of creating fair piles. Therefore, we expect that number, as an
early developing skill, may drive fairness judgments for most children.

Finally, the third aim of our research was to investigate the role of color in the perception of
quantity in children in a novel experimental context using a smaller countable number of food items.
As the previous literature has been mixed on the effect of color variety on portion selection, we did not
have any strong a priori hypotheses on this variable and included it as an exploratory analysis.

Our different hypotheses were tested using picture-based computer tasks. The “method of
adjustment” [28] that we had successfully applied in previous work to quantify ideal portion size [29]
was used in Study 1 in adults. For Study 2, we chose and adapted a different task to be suitable to
the cognitive ability of children from six to eight years old, and to avoid the expectation that they
would receive large quantities of candies at the end of the experiment. This task is based on the
“Matched Fullness” task [30] using a projective scenario to assess perceived quantity of gummy candies
in children.

2. Study 1

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants

Seventy American women in the range of 35–55 years old who were consumers of ice cream
and declared having consumed chocolate-coated vanilla ice cream sticks at least 6 times in the past
6 months were recruited in San Diego (United States) for a central location test. Participants did not
have any known food allergy, intolerance, or any food restrictions due to personal beliefs.

The study protocol complied with the criteria of the Market Research Society (MRS) code of
conduct. The MRS code of conduct ensures that the privacy rights of human subjects are always
observed, and that participants are provided with sufficient information to allow informed consent to
be signed before participating in the study. Participants were compensated for their time.
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2.1.2. Ice Cream Pictures and Method of Adjustment Task

Six ice cream sticks were designed using CAD software (Solidworks Pro 2014, Dassault Systemes,
SolidWorks Corporation, Waltham, MA, USA): a reference shape (REFERENCE), TALLER, WIDER,
THICKER shapes varied in length, width, and thickness to modify the shape, while a volume of 90 mL
was kept constant across shapes (Table 1). Two additional shapes were replications of the reference
shape, with the addition of vertical (REFERENCE V) or horizontal (REFERENCE H) lines on the
coating to enhance the salience of the vertical/horizontal dimension and hence potentially modulate
the size impression.

Table 1. Ice cream stick dimensions and pictures for a constant volume of 90 mL.

Shape Height; Width; Thickness (mm) Picture

REFERENCE 94.0; 46.5; 24.5
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The “method of adjustment” (Brunstrom and Rogers, 2009) was used to identify self-selected ice
cream stick size for each shape. A computer task using E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software
Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) was developed to display the ice cream held by the wooden stick in
the center of the screen (Figure 1). The hand in the picture provided a frame of reference for the
participants’ perception of the product size. The first picture shown on a computer screen was a
random image between 70 and 120 mL, and participants were asked to “Imagine it is snack time,
choose the bar size that would satisfy you the most” by increasing or decreasing the size of the bar
using the up and down keyboard arrows. Participants were instructed that “By satisfying, we mean
how well you expect this product to fulfil your needs at snack time”. The six ice cream stick variants
were presented to all participants in a randomized order. The task lasted approximately 10 min.
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2.1.3. Statistical Analysis

The outcome measure of the task was the volume (mL) of the ideal self-selected portion size for
each ice cream shape. The impact of shape on portion size was measured by one-way within-participant
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the “shape” factor set as fixed. Posthoc paired comparisons were
assessed by Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) Test. The confidence level was set to 5%
for all statistical analyses, and analyses were conducted using IBM® SPSS® software version 21
(IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

2.2. Results

Ideal self-selected portion size for ice cream was significantly impacted by shape (F(5,345) = 11.8,
p < 0.001) (Figure 2). The smallest selected portion size was observed with the elongated shape,
TALLER (mean = 94.8 mL, SD = 21.8), which was significantly smaller than the portion size obtained
with the WIDER (mean = 100.1 mL, SD = 20.4) and THICKER variants (mean = 105.6 mL, SD = 21.4).
There was a trend for TALLER to be selected in a smaller portion than the REFERENCE shape, although
the difference did not reach significance. There was no significant difference between the REFERENCE
shape and the shapes with vertical or horizontal lines added on the coating.
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Figure 2. Mean (± SEM) ideal self-selected portion size for the six ice cream shapes. Different letters
(a, b, c) account for significant difference between ice cream shapes.

3. Study 2

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants

Children aged six to eight years old and a parent were recruited at three locations in England:
Bourneville, Ware, and Staines, through door-to-door recruitment and by telephone from an existing
consumer database. All children were reported to like eating and have eaten gummy candies in the
past three months. Children used a computer at least once a month. Only one child per household
was eligible to participate in the test, they should not have had any known food allergy or intolerance,
or any food restrictions due to personal beliefs. Overall, 72 children were initially recruited, 24 per
location. Six children participated in pilot sessions and their data were not included in the current
analyses. Four children withdrew over the course of the study and their data have been excluded.
Data from 62 children (32 girls) with a mean age of 7.6 years (SD = 0.27) were included in the analyses.
Written informed consent was obtained from all parents and the assent from children was verbally
collected at the beginning of the study. Families were compensated for their participation and children
received a small bag of sweets. The protocol was submitted to the UK Health Research Authority
(HRA) to enter the ethical review process. On the basis of the application and confirmation that the
research participants would be healthy volunteers, the HRA concluded that the study fell into the
framework of a market research study, sourcing volunteers from a market research database and
therefore a review by the Research Ethics Committee within the HRA was not required. The study
was then carried out in accordance with the MRS code of conduct.

3.1.2. Stimuli: Matching Task and Photographs

The objective of the task was to understand the impact of number, shape, size and color variety
on quantity perception through children’s selection of “fair” portions of candies.

Bear-shaped gummy candies were selected as a reference product and five other prototypes were
produced, of which the first two were modified in shape through elongation or flattening, keeping
their depth (9 mm) and weight constant (3.5 g). The other three variants that were created were
reduced in size by 30% by proportionally reducing both the height and width of the three previously
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mentioned variants (Table 2). Each of the six gummy variants was presented in four different numbers:
three, five, eight, and 12. These quantities were selected because they were within the range of typical
consumption for this type of product. Only red gummy candies were used to study the impact of
shape and size on perceived quantity. A 3 (shape) × 2 (size) × 4 (number) experimental design was
built with 24 trials.

Table 2. Reference and variant gummy candy dimensions, weight and pictures.

Shape Size Height; Width (mm) Weight (g) Picture

REFERENCE Reference (100%) 25; 19 3.5
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The impact of color diversity on quantity perception was investigated through a second
experimental design with the REFERENCE gummy shape presented according to a 3 × 3 experimental
design with three number levels (five, eight, and 12) and three color varieties (red; red/green;
red/green/orange/yellow). The red, green, orange, and yellow color variety was selected since
it represented the typical color diversity in commercial gummy bears, and the red and green color
combination to enhance color salience, as these two colors showed a strong visual contrast. Six
additional trials with the color varieties were added to the size and shape trials, resulting in a total of
30 trials in the matching task. All children completed all trials.

3.1.3. Matching Task

The matching task was developed using E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA). We avoided asking the children to select their own ideal portion size as was
done in adults, as children may overindulge themselves when allowed to select their own portion of a
well-liked product. Instead, we focused on factors driving children’s perception of quantity through a
matching game. The matching task was presented as a computer game in which the child was asked to
help a cartoon character make two piles of candies for himself and his friend so that both of them can
have a fair share. The literature shows that children understand concepts of fairness from a young age,
and that school-aged children are generally motivated to fairly distribute resources [31]. By projecting
their responses onto cartoon characters, rather than dividing the products between themselves and the
experimenter, the task avoided both potential “greedy” responses, and the risk that the child expected
to take the candy home.
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Each of the 30 test “piles” were displayed on a piece of paper and photographed with a
high-resolution digital camera. The setup for the photography kept the lighting, viewing angle,
and camera focus constant across photos. These 30 photographs were presented as the left (“test”) pile,
following a randomized order automatically generated by the software. For each test pile, participants
were instructed to add between 1 to 24 red REFERENCE gummy candies to the “selection” pile on the
right to make the two piles fair. Each of the 24 incremental images of standard gummy candies were
photographed following the same protocol described above. Participants selected the appropriate
number of reference gummy candies by pushing the up arrow to add a candy to the pile, or the down
arrow to take one away. When the piles were perceived to be fair, participants were instructed to
press the spacebar to display the next trial (Figure 3). To facilitate the understanding of the notion of
fairness and to familiarize the children with the task, training trials were done before starting the real
trials with the guidance of the moderator. Orange gummy candies were used for the training trials to
illustrate that different numbers (two and seven reference candies), sizes and shapes (an extra-large
gummy candy of 29 mm height and 19 mm width) could be presented on the left part of the screen.
For the trial with the large bear on the test pile, the experimenter explained that the candies on the left
would sometimes be of different shapes and sizes, so the cartoon character would need more help to
make the two piles fair. The experimenter continued to explain that if the candy on the left is bigger,
the cartoon character might need more small bears to make it fair. For all trials, the child was told
that, at the end of the task, one of the cartoon characters would always choose first and would choose
the biggest portion (left or right), leaving the other pile for the second character. Therefore, it was
important that the children made the piles fair so that both characters would get a fair portion.
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pile. The sign ‘=’ was used to remind the children to make two fair piles of candies.

3.1.4. Statistical Analysis

We measured the influence of the number, shape, and size of the gummy candies presented on
the number of gummy candies selected with a fixed-factor 4 (unit number) × 3 (shape) × 2 (size)
ANOVA. The influence of color variety on the number of selected gummy candies was independently
investigated through a separate fixed-factor 3 (color variety) × 3 (unit number) ANOVA. Interactions
between variables of both ANOVAs were also explored. Partial Eta Squared

(
η2

p

)
was calculated as a

measure of effect size with 0.01, 0.06, and 0.14 as indicative values to consider the effect to be “small”,
“moderate”, or “large”, respectively [32]. Posthoc paired comparisons were assessed using Fisher’s
LSD tests.
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3.2. Results

3.2.1. Impact of Size, Shape, and Number

The number of presented pieces had a significant effect on the number selected (F(3,1464) = 1302.1;
p < 0.01, η2

p = 0.72). Overall, children selected a number of reference gummy candies close to the
number presented in the test pile (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Mean number of gummy candies selected ± SEM for each number of gummy candies
presented (3, 5, 8, 12) and shape of candy (REFERENCE, WIDER, TALLER).

A main effect of the shape on the selected number was also observed (F(2,1464) = 50.6, p < 0.01,
η2

p = 0.07). Overall, across the four number conditions, significantly more pieces were selected to
match the TALLER shape (mean = 8.33, SEM ± 0.10) than the WIDER (mean = 7.16, SEM ± 0.10) or
REFERENCE shapes (mean = 7.04, SEM ± 0.10) (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Mean number of gummy candies selected ± SEM for the reference, WIDER and TALLER
shape and the two sizes: 100%, 70% (reduced size).
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There was also a significant main effect of size (F(1,1464) = 8.1, p < 0.01, η2
p = 0.01) with

fewer gummy candies selected when the reduced-size gummy candies were presented (mean = 7.33,
SEM ± 0.08) than for the full-sized ones (mean = 7.64, SEM ± 0.08) (Figure 5).

There was a significant interaction between the number of presented gummy candies and the
shape (F(6,1464) = 3.7, p < 0.01, η2

p = 0.02), with slightly greater impact of elongation when the number
of presented gummy candies increased (Figure 4). Other interactions between the number of gummy
candies and the size (F(3,1464) = 1.07, p = 0.35), between the size and the shape (F(2,1464) = 1.54,
p = 0.21) and between the size, shape, and number (F(6,1464) = 0.38, p = 0.89) did not reach significance.

Overall, the number of units showed the strongest effect on perceived quantity, followed by the
shape, and then by the size, with partial Eta squared values of 0.72, 0.07, and 0.01, respectively.

3.2.2. Impact of Color Variety

There was no significant effect of the color variety on the number of selected gummy candies
(F(2,549) = 1.18, p = 0.31, η2

p = 0.004). Regardless of the color variety, the number of selected gummy
candies was the same as the presented number. In this ANOVA, the number of presented gummy
candies was the key driver of the number of gummy candies selected (F(2,549) = 3066.5, p < 0.01,
η2

p = 0.92), as previously observed.

4. Discussion

In both studies, we validated our hypothesis about the impact of elongation on portion selection,
in line with previous research demonstrating that an elongation visual-distortion bias leads to increased
size impression [8,9,33]. In the first study, we observed a difference of 11% in volume between the
ideal portions of the two shapes with the most extreme differences (TALLER and THICKER). Product
developers aiming to reduce the energy content of a product while maintaining consumer satisfaction
need to be conscious of the potential impact of product shape, and they may be able to further leverage
the geometric features of products to achieve this goal. Contrary to our expectations, vertical and
horizontal lines added on the coating did not significantly influence portion selection. The dark brown
lines on a brown coating may not have been salient enough to enhance the elongation effect.

Of note, the thickest shape, THICKER, resulted in a larger selected portion size than the WIDER
shape, which was the same height. Elongation (height/width) was larger for the THICKER shape (2.17)
than for the WIDER shape (1.62). Considering elongation alone, the THICKER shape should have
led to a smaller ideal portion size than the WIDER shape according to Raghubir and Krishna (1999).
However, making the third dimension (thickness) in the THICKER shape bigger and thus potentially
more salient may have led the participants to underestimate the total volume of this ice cream even
more (and subsequently select the largest ideal portion) in line with the effects of three-dimensional
change on volume estimation demonstrated by Chandon and Ordabayeva [33]. Another explanation
may be that the participants failed to notice differences in thickness due to the more frontal view used
to display the different ice cream shapes on the screen. The other dimensions (length and width) may
have been easier to see, leading the participants to perceive the THICKER ice cream to be smaller and
subsequently to select larger ideal portion sizes.

In the second study, we observed that the number of units had the largest impact on perceived
quantity. Then, to a lesser extent, we also showed the effect of elongation on children’s decision
processes, in line with Wansink and van Ittersum [9], who reported that children poured and consumed
significantly more juice (74% more) when given a short, wide glass compared to those given a tall
slender glass. The effect was not as large in our study with solid foods, but elongation still led to a
significant increase of 18% in the perceived amount of gummy candies. The number of units was the
main driver of perceived quantity in a multi-item context for children, as hypothesized. The significant
interaction between number and shape revealed that, when more gummy candies were presented,
the effect of elongation was stronger, suggesting that multi-item servings are even more relevant food
targets to leverage elongation perceptual bias to reduce portion sizes. This interaction has not been
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previously documented in portion-size research. One possible explanation could be due to differences
in how small quantities and large ones are cognitively processed. Very small quantities (under five)
can be subitized, meaning that that the quantity can be estimated automatically without counting.
For larger quantities, individuals either need to consciously count them or rely on other cues to make
an estimate. In the current study, the shape of the product may be influencing this estimation as
children reach larger numbers of pieces.

Unit size had a significant impact on portion selection. Indeed, when children were presented with
a specific number of smaller gummy candies (five, eight, or 12), they selected about the same number of
standard gummy candies (five, eight, and 12, respectively) to make two fair piles of candies, resulting
in an overall higher caloric content in the pile created by the child with standard gummy candies. For
instance, when five reduced-size elongated gummy candies (12.5 g, 43 Kcal) were presented, children
selected on average 5.8 standard gummy candies as being a fair equivalent (20.3 g, 70 kcal). In Figure 5,
the overall unit-size effect seems to be due to the TALLER and WIDER shapes, although the size
× shape interaction was not significant. Reducing unit size did not influence children’s quantity
perception and subsequent portion selection using standard shapes. It is possible that children were
more sensitive to changes in product size in both the TALLER and WIDER conditions, as these unusual
shapes were more salient and increased their attention to product dimensions. In contrast, the variant
with a standard shape but reduced in size looked “normal” to the children and they may not have
paid as much attention to it.

Color variety did not seem to influence perceived quantity. It is possible that there was less
impact of the visual effects of color variety compared to previous studies [34], as in the current
study, the multicolored gummy candies and red gummy candies were directly compared, whereas
in previous studies, samples were not presented simultaneously. Finally, in contrast to the previous
studies, the quantity of gummy candies used in our study was still within the range of what is countable,
whereas a bowl of M&M’s® [34] is beyond that, and becomes an uncountable mass. As previously
mentioned, small and large quantities are perceived differently from a cognitive perspective.

Finally, this was the first time, to our knowledge, that a fairness-based computer matching task has
been used to assess children’s perception of quantity. As the findings are in line with our hypotheses
based on previous work using real foods and containers, this suggests that this method may be a
promising alternative way of testing new food concepts with children before producing prototypes.

5. Limitations and Future Directions

We demonstrated, using computer tasks, that elongation and unit downsizing make it possible
to reduce the size of a portion without negatively impacting perceived quantity for two product
categories. Such findings need to be replicated on different types of products to be able to conclude
that the effect is generalizable.

Although we hypothesized that the elongation effect was due to an increased size impression
of the elongated shape, we did not explicitly test this through a mediation analysis. This could be
considered in future studies by asking the participants to report on their perceived amount of food in
the different experimental conditions.

Further, future studies need to explore whether responses on these computer tasks reflect actual
portion selection and intake. Indeed, very few studies have, to our knowledge, validated that portion
selection resulting from such a computer task matches actual portion selection, and results in the
literature have been mixed. For example, one study found that computer-based assessments of ideal
portion size and expected satiety were good predictors of self-selected portion and food intake [35],
whereas another showed that expected satiation measurements based on picture assessment did not
correspond to actual consumption [36]. Even if there seems to be a strong relationship between portion
selection and intake [37], it is important to measure not only how much people select but also how
much they eat to ensure that the solutions developed actually impact intake. It is also possible that
the way the computer experiments were designed may have enhanced some of the observed effects.
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For example, presenting the gummy candies vertically on the computer screen might have enhanced
the salience of the elongation effect. In a real consumption context, where the candies are manipulated
and can fall in other orientations, the elongation effect may be attenuated.

Finally, the sustainability of the impact of right sizing solutions leveraging different perceptual
and cognitive biases (number, unit size, elongation effects) also needs to be carefully assessed
because disconfirmation of expectations, habituation, and compensation can occur over the long
term. Indeed, some studies have reported short-term discrepancies between expectations made
during the portioning stage, consumption, and postconsumption perceptions. For example, one study
reported that participants who served themselves smaller volumes in taller, elongated glasses
could drink larger volumes from these glasses because their higher expectations about perceived
volume in elongated glasses were disconfirmed after drinking. Experiencing less beverage than
expected led to dissatisfaction and higher postconsumption [8]. More generally, it is also important
to validate the sustainable impact of such nudging strategies in the long term and their potential
role in calorie reduction over time because compensation can offset short-term effects. A few studies
have investigated the impact of reducing portion size of meals or snacks over a few days [38,39] or
months [40], and showed that people do not seem to fully compensate when offered smaller portions,
resulting in a reduced overall caloric intake. However, potential compensation mechanisms resulting
from offering products modified in their shape, unit number, and size need to be evaluated.

6. Conclusions

To conclude, our study shows that it seems to be possible to reduce the size of food portions
without negatively impacting perceived quantity through optimization of the food’s visual properties
and especially the elongation and the number and size of the elements in multiunit servings.
Our findings provide opportunities to direct food design that can nudge consumers towards healthier
diets while maintaining satisfaction. These types of changes to the food environment to implicitly
guide people to make better choices complement more traditional approaches relying on education
(e.g., nutrition knowledge), cognitive control, and willpower (dieting strategies) that may not be
sufficient to change behaviors.
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